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IMPROVEMENT IN JEWEL-ICASKETS. 

Speci?cation forming part of Letters Patent No. 219,642. (la-ted September 16, 1879; application ?led 
June 17, 1879. 

To all whom it may concern: ’ 
Be'it known that I, WILLIAM L. MARTIN, 

of the city of Middletown, in the county of 
Middlesex and State of Connecticut, have in 
vented and made a new and useful Improve 
ment in Jewel Caskets or Boxes, of which the 
following is a speci?cation. 
The object of my invention is to provide a 

simple, easy, and convenient method of open-~ 
ing and shutting a casket or box, by raising or 
lowering the hinged lid or cover withouttouch 
in g or soiling the box or its cover. . 
The accompanying drawing is a perspective 

view of an open jewel-box to which my im 
provement is attached. ' 

In this drawing, AB is the box-and opened 
cover, hinged at L L’. C D is a lever, turn 
ing on its fulcrum at F at a point about mid 
way between the front and the back of the 
box. This fulcrum may be the pin or projec 
tion by which the handle of the box G G’ is 
fastened to the box, or at a point above it. - 
D E is an arm, hinged to the shorter end of 

the lever at D, and connected with the end of 
the box-cover by a pin or projection set at a‘ 
point on the cover’s end about midway be 
tween its front and'its back, on which pin the 
end of the arm E is pivoted. 
A similar arrangement of lever and arm is 

' similarly attached to the opposite end of the 
box and its cover, as seen in the drawing at C’, 
D’, F’, and E’, simple letters and prime letters 
of reference indicating similar parts. 
H H’ is a horizontal bar, which ?rmly con 

nects the front ends of the two levers C and 
O’, which are made to project far enough in 
.front to admit of the movements of the bar 
without interfering with the front of the box. 
The length of the rear ends of the levers is 
about half the width of the box. 

K is the ?nger-piece of the horizontal bar. 
By raising the ?nger under K the ends G and 
C’ are raised. This carries the end D on a 
curve, of which F is the center. This move 
ment pulls down the arm D E in such a way 
that its end E moves in the only direction it 
can take, and that is on a curve, of which the 
cover-hinge L is the center; and this brings 
the cover down to its proper closed position. 
The levers and arms on both ends of the box 
operate, by means of the horizontal bar, simul- , 
taneously and in a similar way, and conduce 
to the same result. 
By pressing the ?nger-piece down. the mo 

tions of the levers and arms are reversed, and 
the cover is raised to the position represented‘ 
in the drawing—-that is, at right angles to the 
top plane of the box, or nearly so. 
The several parts may be made of silver, 

gold, brass, britannia, or other suitable mate 
rial. 
What I claim is-— 
1. The combination, in a jewel-box, of the 

forwardly-projecting lever D C, fulcrumed at 
the side of the box, with the arm D E and 
hinged lid or cover B, all substantially as de 
scribed. - 

'2. The combination, with the box and its 
hinged lid, of the lever and arm at one end, 
and the similar lever and arm at the opposite 
end, connected by a horizontal bar, arranged 
and adapted to operate together in the man 
ner and for the purpose described. 

WILLIAM L. MARTIN. 

Witnesses : 
HENRY GIBBONS, 
FRANCES DAILY. 


